CLASSROOM BASED LSAT TEST PREP COURSE

Overview
To help you gain admission into the law school of your choice, sign up for the LSAT Test Prep course from Auburn University’s Office of Professional and Continuing Education. Master the skills needed to take the LSAT with the confidence by knowing that you prepared with our experts.

Our intensive LSAT prep course includes 30 hours of classroom instruction from experienced exam preparation teaching professionals. The easy to follow program uses proven techniques to simplify the LSAT. Our LSAT Course uses only questions and materials from actual LSAT exams, so that you know your preparation is as close to the real thing as possible. LSAT textbooks, study guides, diagnostic exams, and expert instruction are all included. Strategically scheduled courses ensure that you will perform at your peak on exam day.

Why Prepare for the LSAT with Auburn University Test Prep?
• **Expert Instructors:** Auburn University Test Prep course uses highly trained instructors. Our professional instructors know the LSAT and the law school experience.
• **Proven Strategies:** This Test Prep program was developed by LSAT experts, who have years of experience writing LSAT exam questions and preparing students for success.
• **Superior Materials:** The LSAT Prep Course includes: The Next Ten Actual, Official LSAT PrepTests – the most recent publication from LSAC, the official LSAT exam provider, and the LSAT Course Workbook, designed to supplement the classroom lessons.
• **Convenient Location:** All test prep courses are conveniently held on the main campus of Auburn University.
• **Value:** The course fee includes all course materials and instruction from a trained professional who cares about your success.

LSAT Course Plans
• Session 1: Introduction to the LSAT, Principles of Argumentation, Find Conclusion items, Analytical Reasoning overview, Ordering games
• Session 2: Ordering games, Statement Role items, Argument Evaluation, Explain/Resolve items
• Session 3: Ordering games, Grouping games, Weakener/Strengthener items
• Session 4: Grouping games, Flaw items
• Session 5: Grouping games, Assumption items, Analyzing Reading passages, Global Reading Comp items
• Session 6: Grouping games, Formal Logic Items, Local Reading Comp items
• Session 7: Grouping games, Inference items, Reading Comp review
• Session 8: Combination games, Matching Structure/Flaw items
• Session 9: Combination games, Strategy/Point at issue items, Reading Comp review
• Session 10: Analytical Reasoning review, Principle items, Reading Comp review